Abstract-We present a broadband implementation of the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) for fast and accurate solutions of multiscale problems involving highly nonuniform discretizations. Incomplete tree structures, which are based on population-based clustering with flexible leaf-level boxes at different levels, are used to handle extremely varying triangulation sizes on the same structures. Superior efficiency and accuracy of the developed implementation, in comparison to the standard and broadband MLFMA solvers employing conventional tree structures, are demonstrated on practical problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Broadband electromagnetic solvers are required for efficient and accurate numerical solutions of multiscale problems that involve different feature sizes with respect to wavelength. Conventional formulations and solution algorithms designed for ordinary electrodynamic problems need to be converted into broadband implementations that are capable of handing complex models including both dense and coarse discretizations. A truly broadband solver must involve not only stable formulations and factorization/diagonalization routines, but also efficient methods to tackle with arbitrary mesh sizes in a single structure. In this study, we present a broadband multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) that is based on the concept of incomplete tree structures, which are essentially required to solve challenging problems with highly nonuniform discretizations.
MLFMA [1] , [2] and its diverse low-frequency implementations that employ alternative factorizations and diagonalizations are well known in the literature [3] - [14] . In addition, various broadband MLFMA implementations, which effectively combine low-frequency and high-frequency techniques for efficient and stable computations of interactions in different electromagnetic regimes, have been developed [15] - [25] . On the other hand, algorithmic routines, such as efficiently organizing near-field and far-field interactions, especially on nonuniform discretizations that arise in multiscale structures, have not been considered in sufficient depth [26] . In fact, without a multiscale construction of tree structures, broadband solvers may not provide accurate and/or efficient solutions that benefit from the true power of MLFMA.
In the next section, we briefly present and discuss the concept of incomplete tree structures for a truly broadband MLFMA solver. Section III presents numerical examples, followed by concluding remarks in Section IV.
II. INCOMPLETE TREE STRUCTURES
We consider fast and accurate solutions of electromagnetic problems involving highly nonuniform discretizations of large structures with small but important details and features. For stable computations of interactions at all distances, the scaled diagonalization of the Green's function is employed [27] . The considered problems involve closed conductors that can be formulated with the magnetic-field integral equation (MFIE), which is stable at both low and high frequencies. Despite stable formulations (via MFIE) and stable computations of interactions (via scaled diagonalization), nonuniform discretizations bring additional challenges when standard tree structures are used. Consider such a problem discretized with N unknowns, where unknowns are not distributed uniformly on the surface of the structure. The conventional approach, which relies on the collective division of computational boxes into subboxes, leads to two options.
• The number of levels can be limited, allowing for accurate computations of interactions, while this may lead to very high computational load, and even higher than linearithmic (e.g., O(N 2 )) complexity, due to overcrowded boxes containing dense discretizations.
• The number of levels can be relaxed to reach O(1) elements per a lowest-level box, while this may lead to inaccurate computations due to discretization elements sticking out of boxes. There are implementations, where the second issue is addressed and the overflowed discretization elements are avoided, e.g., by clustering integration points rather than discretization elements. However, many nonuniform discretizations in practical problems that are considered in this study involve much difficult scenarios, in which a discretization element (triangle) can significantly be larger than the box size, even leading to far-field boxes on the same element. For such problems, inflating the near-field matrices by picking such faulty interactions is not an efficient option.
In this work, we consider incomplete tree structures, which are based on recursive clustering based on box populations. Such a strategy leads to leaf-boxes at different levels, leading to perfect packing of discretization elements with diverse sizes. Without changing the recursive structure of MLFMA, we redefine near-field and far-field rules, as detailed in [28] . The developed broadband implementations based on the incomplete tree structures have O(N log N ) complexity, being independent of the level of the nonuniformity in the discretization size. In addition, the incomplete tree structures automatically reduce into ordinary ones when the mesh size becomes uniform.
III. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
As numerical examples, we consider the analysis of a water mine structure depicted in Fig. 1 . The size of the structure is 0.7 m, corresponding to nearly λ/4 at 100 MHz. The scattering problem is discretized with the Rao-Wilton-Glisson functions on triangular domains, where the multiscale factor that is defined as the ratio of the sizes of the largest (around λ/3) and smallest (around λ/1500) triangles is approximately 550. As also depicted in Fig. 1 , this large factor arises due to very dense discretizations used on the probes. The problem is formulated with MFIE and discretized with a total of 103,527 unknowns. Fig. 2 presents the solution of the scattering problem using three different implementations, namely, normal (conventional MLFMA), scaled (stabilized MLFMA via scaled diagonalization [27] without incomplete tree structures), and IL (proposed broadband MLFMA with incomplete tree structures). For all implementations, different numbers of levels are used, depending on the available computational hardware limits. The root-mean-square (RMS) error is calculated by comparing the far-zone electric field obtained by using the corresponding implementation with reference values obtained by using three-level (single-level translation) MLFMA. The following observations can be made.
• Using the conventional MLFMA, the error becomes 2.04% immediately when the number of levels is increased to four. A drastically jump to 14.0% occurs when the number of levels becomes six, as a combined effects of the low-frequency breakdown of the conventional diagonalization and overflowing elements out of boxes. Using five levels, leading to a reasonable 2.02% error, the processing time of the conventional MLFMA is more than 22,206 seconds.
• Using the scaled MLFMA, the error values are reduced in comparison to the conventional MLFMA, while it still increases to 6.51% for six levels due to unavoidable overflowing elements. For five levels, leading to 0.56% error, the processing time is more than 25,101 seconds due to extra costs of the scaled diagonalization [27] . Fig. 1 . A water mine structure that is discretized with triangles using a highly nonuniform mesh size. A zoomed picture is included to show the very dense discretizations of the probes. • Using incomplete tree structures, the error is stabilized at around 1%, independent of the number of levels. Specifically, the number of levels can be increased up to 10, without any overflowing elements. This way, the efficiency of the implementation can be improved significantly, and the processing time can be reduced to less than 8500 seconds without any accuracy issues.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A truly broadband implementation of MLFMA requires not only stable formulations and diagonalization techniques, but also broadband constructions of tree structures for efficiently partitioning nonuniform discretization elements into suitable boxes. We present an implementation based on incomplete tree structures, which allow for leaf-level boxes at different levels. By eliminating drastically large errors due to overflowing discretization elements in the conventional tree structures, the developed implementation provides both fast and accurate solutions of challenging problems involving highly nonuniform discretizations.
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